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Executive Summary

. This report identifies various rrtethods by which the Federal Government could
«
provide incentives to the email refinery industry for the purpose of causing
the retrofitting of plant and equipment to utilize more high-sulfur ("sour")
crude oil as a feedstock and/or to produce more low-lead premium motor gasoline.
The methods identified are:
•

,

«

Change the Small Refiner Bias in the Entitlements Program, so that

«
the level of benefits is also dependent on
r

•

— investment commitments
- refinery complexity
- volume of sour crude utilized and/or low-lead premium motor
1

•

,
gasoline produced.
Provide technical expertise to the small refinery industry on refinery
construction

•

engineering.

Provide technical expertise to the small refinery industry on meeting
environmental requirements.

•

Institute a loan guarantees program for investment in small refineries
to be administered by the
- Department of Energy
- Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration
- Small Business Administration.

•

Provide an additional investment tax credit (beyond the presently allowed
10%) for small refinery investment.

•

Liberalize the tax accounting conventions for small refineries in the
areas of
- class life depreciation
- accelerated depreciation methods.

e

Provide additional Royalty Oil awards in exchange for investment commitments.

• • Provide assured markets for Email refineries through a new regulatory program
• Change the cost pass-through regulations (10 CFR 212) to allow B greater
recovery of the marine transportation costs for domestic shipments of
Alaskan North Slope crude oil.
•

Provide matching fund grants to small refineries with approved expansion
plans.

•

Increase the small refinery set-aside portion of production from Naval
petroleum reserves.

•

Increase the small refinery set-aside for defense supply procurement.

•

Increase the maximum loan amount that can be provided under the existing
- Small Business Administration loan program.

•

Liberalize the granting of regulatory exceptions to small refineries.

The operation of each incentive method is described in this report with an
emphasis on the associated administrative problems and industry reporting burden.
The required procedure to initiate each incentive method, such as through
legislative or regulatory action, is also discussed.
§
t
A comparative analysis of the various incentive methods is also presented.

This

analysis compares the methods on the basis of (i) effectiveness in causing refinery retrofitting, (ii) program costs, and (iii) political feasibility.
The effectiveness of each incentive method is determined to be a function of
the financial standing of small refineries, retrofitting costs, program timing,
demand and/or supply market constraints, and environmental constraints.

For

.example, a loan guarantees program may be very effective in causing refinery
retrofitting because of sxich a program's timing.

Loan guarantees would provide

small refineries with an access to capital at the inception of a retrofitting

ii

initiative, as opposed to the option of basing the small refiner bias
program on the volume of sour crude utilized end/or low-lead premium motor
gasoline produced, which would provide benefits only after the retrofitting
has been completed.

However, this report suggests that few Email refineries

could be expected to take advantage of any incentive option, because of very
email plant size, very rudimentary existing refinery plant, refinery location,
and environmental restrictions.

Four of the above referenced incentive methods are recommended for consideration
by the Department of Energy.
«

The recommended methods are:

Department of Energy Loan Guarantees Program - Such a program would
provide a solution to the small refineries' greatest problem associated
with expansion, access to capital.

While this incentive method requires

legislative action, there appears to be some sentiment in the Congress
for passing the required legislation.
•

Small Refiner Bias based on the volume of sour crude utilized and/or lowlead premium motor gasoline produced - This incentive method is the most
"efficient", in economic terms.

It provides a direct incentive to meeting

a national policy objective, while allowing the industry, in a free-market
setting, to determine the most efficient way of achieving the objective.
However, because the timing of Small Refiner Bias benefits are not immediate, this incentive method ,seems only effective in causing retrofitting
when used in combination with a loan guarantees program.
•

Technical expertise on refinery construction - Such a program may be
relatively inexpensive and yet provide special expertise to small refineries
that otherwise would not have access to such expertise.
B>ethod would also lower plant expansion design costs
refineries.

iii

This incentive

borne by small

•

Technical expertise on meeting environmental requirements - Such a program
is closely related to end should be initiated as part of the previous
recommended incentive method. •

Some of the other previously identified incentive methods seem to merit further
investigation.

These include changing the class life depreciation rules for

refinery plant and equipment and providing additional Royalty Oil awards to small
refineries in exchange for investment commitments.

iv

The Study

The purpose of this study has been to identify and evaluate various

incentive

methods which may be provided by the federal government to encouraqe small
refiners to build or retrofit their refineries to utilize more high sulfur
("sour") crudes as a feedstock and/or increase the production of high octane
gasoline.

To accomplish this task, the study was designed to be an objective

analysis of the 19 different options selected for review.

Four incentive

options are being recommended for consideration by the Department of Energy,
Economic Regulatory Administration.

This study required the collection a"«3 analysis of numerous publications and
interviews with industry representatives and other knowledgeable persons in
order to understand the industry's views regarding feasible and effective
small refiner incentives.

The following publications were analyzed:

•

"Analysis of Recent Financial and Operating Data For Segments of the
U.S. Domestic Petroleum Industry;" Bonner and Moore Associates, Inc.March 31, 1978.

•

"Trends in Desulfurization Capabilities, Processing Technologies, and
the Availability of Crude Oils," U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Oil and Gas; (DOE RA-0005 UC-92); December 1977.

•

"Impact of Mandatory Petroleum Allocation, Price and Other Regulations
on the Profitability, Competitive Viability, and Ease of F.ntry of
Independent Refiners and Small Refiners;" Report to Congress as mandated
by P.L. 9^-3B r § 123. Federal Energy Administration, Office of Oil
and Gas; (FTA/G-77/105); March 1977.

•

"Sr,".ll refiner Bias Analysis, Final Report;" Prepared by Gordian
Ass:,-riP'es for the U.S. Department of Energy, E.R.A. Office of Regulations;
Jan'-.cry i97d.

•

Hearings entitled "Small Refiners Exemption Act of 1975," before the Senate
Committee on Insular Affairs. U.S. Senate, March 5, 1975
Serial
No. 94-8.

• Hearings entitled "National Independent Refinery Development Act of
1975" before the'Senate Committee on Interior and Insular ?j.ffairs.
11.5, Senate, April 10 end 11, 1975.
Serial No. 94-15.
•
.

V^ti oleum Supply Alternatives for the Northern Tier States Through
-?77" prepared by Eonner t Moore Associates, Inc. for the F.E.A.,
. July 24, 1976.

•

"Effects of Alaskan North Elope Crude Oil and Continued Crude Oil
Production at Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve." GAO Report
EMD-78-78, July 19, 1978.

•

"Potential for Deepwater Port Development in the United States," GAO
Report EKD-7B-9, April 5, 1978.

•

"U.S. Refining Capacity", National Petroleum Refiners Association,
July 28, 1978.

• "Trends in Refinery Capacity and Utilization, Petroleum Refineries in
the U S., Foreign Refinery Exporting Centers through June, 1978"; U.S.
Department of Energy, DOE/RA-0010 (78), September 1978.
•

"Capability of U.S. Refineries to Process Sweet/Sour Crude Oil,"
National Petroleum Refiners Association, March 15, 1978.

•

"U.S. Domestic Petroleum Refining Industry's Capability to Process
Sweet/Sour Crude Oil", Special Report No. 3, National Petroleum Refiners
Association, May 17, 1973.

•

"Factors Affecting U.S. Petroleum Refining, A Summary", National
Petrol euro Refiners Association; Kay 17, 1973.

•' "1980 Motor Gasoline Supply Demand," Analysis Memorandum by D.O.E.
Office of Energy Source and Use Analysis, DOE/EIA/0102/32, December 8, 1978.
•

•

"Economic Impact on Petroleum Refineries of Lead Additive Phasedovn,"
Final Report prepared by Sobotka Co., Inc. for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, October 29, 1976.

•

"U.S. Domestic Petroleum Refining Industry's Capability to Manufacture
Low-Sulfur Unleaded Motor Gasoline," Special Report No. 4, National
Petroleum Refiners Association, August 30, 1974.

•

"Technological Feasibility of Reducing Lead Anti-Knock Additives in
Gasoline 1976-1980." Prepared by Bonner & Moore Associates, Inc.
August 11, 1976.

•

"Analysis of the Economic Impact of Immediate Reinstitution of EPA's
Schedule for Allowable Gasoline Lead Content," The Pace Company,
July 1976.

•

Letter to Mr. Russell Train, Administrator of the U.S. EPA, from
Mr. Donald C. O'Kara, President of the National Petroleum Refiners
Association regarding NPRA's concern over Octane Requirements For
1975 Model Automobiles. December 13, 1974.
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The following federal regulations, Rt different stages of promulgation were
analyzed:

»

Modification of Small Refiner Purchaser Exemption Under Entitlements
Program,41 F.R. 20392.

•

Amendments to Small Refiner Bias under Entitlements Program with
Respect to Processing Agreements ,42 F.R. 21269.

•

Amendments to the Entitlements Program to Reduce Entitlement Obligations
for Lower Tier Crude Oil Produced in California and Alaska, 42 F.R. 62897.

•

Canadian Allocation Program and Buy/Sell Program,43 F.R. 6206.

•

Heavy California Crude Oil, 43 F.R. .26540.

•

Heavy Crude Oil Gravity Price Differentials, 41 F.R. 48324.

•

Alaska North Slope Crude Oil Pricing and Entitlements Program,42 F.R. -41565,

•

Entitlements Program to Reduce the Level of Benefits Received under
the Small Refiner Bias (Notice of proposed rulemaking), 43 F.R. 54652.

The following DOE Hearing records were reviewed:

•

Regulatory Impacts on Refinery Investment Incentives, Kay 30, 1978.

•

Entitlements Program Adjustments for California Crude Oil, Kay 30, 1978.

'•

Small Refiner Bias Hearings January 13 - January 16, 1979,

Interviews were held with the following persons:

•

Mr. Ray Wright,
'
Seaview Petroleum Co.,Blubell, PA.

November 6, 1978

•

Mr. Bob Hall, Refining Director.
American Petroleum Institute

November 29, 1978

•

Mr. R. J. Young, Refining Associate
American Petroleum Institute

November 29, 197R

•

Mr. Joe Hellyar, Attorney at Law, Executive
November 28, 1978
Director,
Independent Refiner's Association of California, Inc.

•

Mr. Herb Bruch, Technical Director
National Petroleum Refiners Association

January 8, 1979

•

Mr. William Bode,
Attorney for Mt. Airy Refining Company

January 8, 1979

vii

•

Mr. Ray Bragg, Attorney at Law
American Petroleum Refiners Association

January 9, 1979

•

Mr. Benjamin Cooper, Professional Staff Member,
Senate Interstate and Natural Resources Committee,
Subcommittee on Conservation arid Regulation

January 15, 1979
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I.
Detailed Description of
Incentive Options

CEXEC has identified 19 methods of providing incentives to Email refineries.
These methods would provide an incentive for the refinery to retrofit the
plant and equipment to utilize more sour'crude oil and/or to produce inore
low-lead premium gasoline.

These incentive options were chosen on the basis

of the same criteria vith which they will be evaluated (later in this report).
A preliminary analysis of the options found that each seemed to have a reasonable degree of effectiveness in causing the desired retrofitting, if implemented.
In this study, effectiveness is assessed as described below:
•

Analyze the financial standing of small refineries.

Particular atten-

tion is focused on the relative retrofitting costs for plants of
varying sizes.
•

Analyze the market constraints present, including problems involving
product demand or access to crude oil supplies, that would tend to
diminish the effectiveness of an incentive program.

•

Analyze the environmental constraints present that would tend to diminish
the effectiveness of an incentive program,

•

Analyze the timing of the benefits to small refineries.

Compare

the benefits accruing from an incentive program with respect to the
,

»

timing of a capital investment for the desired retrofitting.
The preliminary analysis also revealed that the cost associated with any of
19 incentive programs, and the political feasibility of each, was reasonable.
Finally, the collateral economic impact of the options appear to be desirable.
The 19 incentive methods that were identified in the preliminary analysis are:

• Change the Small Refiner Bias in the Entitlements Program, so that
the level of benefits is also dependent on
- investment commitments
— refinery complexity
- volume of sour crude utilized and/or low-lead premium motor
gasoline produced.
e

Provide technical expertise to the small refinery industry on refinery
construction engineering.

•

Provide technical expertise to the small refinery industry on meeting
environmental requirements.

•

Institute a loan guarantees program for investment in small refineries
to be administered by the
- Department of Energy
- Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration
- Small Business Administration.

•

Provide an additional investment tax credit (beyond the presently allowed
10%) for small refinery investment.

• Liberalize the tax accounting conventions for small refineries in the
areas of
- class life depreciation
- accelerated depreciation methods.
•

Provide additional Royalty Oil awards in exchange for investment
committments.

•

Provide assured --.rkets for small refineries through a new regulatory proarar

•

Change the cost p^st-through regulations (10 CFP. 212) to allow a greater
recovery t?f the marine transportation costs for domestic shipments of
kc-n forth Slope crude oil.

«

r'rovide matching fund grants to small refineries with approved expansion
plans.

•

Increase the small refinery set-aside portion of production from Naval
petroleum reserves.

•

Increase the small refinery set-aside for defense supply procurement.

•

Increase the maximum loan amount that can be provided under the existing
Email Business Administration loan program.

®

Liberalize the granting of regulatory exceptions to small refineries.

Prior to a comparative analysis of these incentive options, two aspects of
each are described.

The first aspect regards the operation of the proposed

program." Here, the emphasis is on the administrative problems and industry
reporting burden associated with the option, as well as the mechanics of the
program's operation.

The second aspect of each incentive option to be des-

cribed is" the method by which it need be implemented

{i.e.; by legislative,

regulatory, or other action).

The description of the options which follows is in two parts.

The first part

treats those programs which were most frequently suggested in this study's
interviews (see "The Study"), and thus commanded most of its attention.

A

less detailed description of the other options is presented in the second part.

1. Primary Options

Chance the Small Refiner Bias in the Entitlements Program, so that the level
pf benefits is also dependent on
- investment commitments^
*" refinery complexity
- volume of_sour crude utilized and/or low-lead premium motor gasoline
produced

The Entitlements program was established under the authority of Section 4(b)(l)(D)
of the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973, as amended (P.L. 93-511}»
in order to eliminate the substantial cost disparities between those refiners
with access to lover tier (less expensive) crude oil eupplies and those with
access only to upper tier or imported crude oil supplies (both being more
expensive).

The small refiner bias is £ part of the program intended to main-

tain the competitive viability of small and independent refiners.

These

refiners are provided with additional entitlements on a sliding scale basis
as a function of refinery runs to stills.*

The small refiner bias can be modified in the following three ways in order
to provide an incentive to utilize more sour crude oil and/or produce more
premium gasoline.

These modifications would result in the level of benefits

being dependent on:
•

investment commitments
In this option, small refineries who commit themselves to the investment
in a retrofitting of plant and equipment would be eligible for additional
benefits from the small refiner bias (possibly as a function of the value
in real dollars of the investment).

The Economic Regulatory Administration

would be required, however, to monitor the progress of such an investment
which the small refiner has certified is for the specific purpose of
utilizing more sour crude oil and/or producing more premium gasoline.
Thus, the administrative burden associated with this option of monitoring
retrofitting progress and enforcing non-compliance with certified investment commitment schedules are significant. 'Also, DOE's consideration and
approval of program applications and its on-site monitoring of participating

*For a detailed discussion of the bias, see "Small Refiner Bias Analysis,"
U.S. Department of Energy, 1978.

refineries' investment progress may result in a relatively high degree
of federal government intervention in the industry's investment planning
process (presumably an undesirable effect)-

The implementation of this incentive pption can be accomplished by a
rule-making action under the authority of 10 CFR 211.67 (e) vhich would
be intended to (i) prescribe the criteria for an eligible investment,
(ii) describe the application and monitoring procedure, and (iii) set
the level of benefits associated with approved investments.

refinery

complexity

In this option a small refinery which has a degree of plant complexity
(i.e., the plant is composed of sophisticated processing units such as
catalytic cracking units and catalytic reforming equipment), such that
it can utilize sour crude oil as a feedstock and/or produce low-lead
premium gasoline, would be eligible for additional benefits from the
i
small refiner bias (possibly as a function of the Nelson complexity
index).

The Economic Regulatory Administration would be required,

however, to certify that plants do have a certain complexity.

Thus,

much of the administrative burden and additional federal government
monitoring of small refiners' investment plans and progress associated
with the incentive option previously discussed would also occur with
this option.

The implementation of this incentive option can also be accomplished by
a rule-making action under 10 CFR 211.67(e) which would be intended to
(i) define complexity,

(ii) set the level of benefits associated with

degrees of complexity, and (iii) describe the certification process.

•

volume of Dour crude utilized and/or low-lead premium motor gasoline
produced

«
«
In this option, small refineries which utilize sour crude oil as a
feedstock and/or produce premium gasoline vould be eligible for additional
benefits from the small refiner bias (possibly as a function of the
•
r
,
percentage of total feedstock volume that is sour, or based on the overall
average sulfur percentage, and a function of the product slate that is a
naphtha or finished high-octane gasoline).

Since refiners are required
«

to certify their FEA-P320-M-0, "Refinery Report" submissions, which •
provide complete data on.a refinery's feedstock and product slate, the
administrative burden is restricted to the required enforcement responsibilities.

Furthermore, this irodification of the small refiner bias is

the most efficient of the three in economic terms.
explicitly

Providing benefits

for the achievement of a national policy objective

(e.g.,

utilizing more sour Alaskan Korth Slope crude oil), rather than implicitly
by encouraging certain types of retrofitting, allows small refiners to
choose the most efficient refinery process and operating policy in a
relatively.free-market economic environment.
i
The implementation of this incentive option can also be accomplished by
a rule-making action under 10 CFR 211.67(e) which would be intended to
set the level of benefits associated with the volume of sour crude
utilized or premium-gasoline produced.

Institute a loan guarantee:? program f'or_ invt;s tmpnt in sma 1 1 re fin er_ig_§_tg_be_
esdrninj sjbered by the
'"" Department of Energy
- Department of Commerce, JEconomic Developnent Adir.irii_stra_tion_
"" S^' a 1 1 B u s i n e E 5 A jm inistrati CTL
In the interviews with small refiners and their representatives conducted
as part of this study, the inaccessibility of capital was cited as
the greatest problem in the retrofitting and expansion of small refineries.
The financial community seems unwilling to assume the risk associated with
loans to small refiners, because (i) profitability in the small refinery
industry is lov* , and (ii) the Economic Regulatory Administration and the
level of benefits accruing to small refineries from the regulations (e.g.;
Small Refiner Bias) is perceived to be capricious.

Thus, a federal govern-

ment loan guarantees program, which would minimize the risk borne by the
financial community, could be expected to have a significant impact on the
small refinery industry and its decision-making regarding capital expenditure
for plant expansion and retrofitting.
A federal government loan guarantees program for small refinery retrofitting
and expansion could be administered in any one of the following three agencies:

•

Department of Energy
There are two major reasons why the Department of Energy (DOE) should
be the federal agency which administers the loan guarantees program for
small refinery retrofitting and expansion.

First, DOE possesses a -greater

understanding of the refining industry, and its technical and financial
requirements, than any other federal agency.

Thus, DOE is more capable

of evaluating program applications and monitoring a guaranteed investment.

*See "Analysis of Recent Financial and Operating Data for Segments of the1 U.S.
Domestic Petroleum Industry", Bonner & Hoore Associates, Inc., 197B.

Second, legislation required for the implementation of a Joan guarantee
program could be managed largely within the Congressional energy comEuttee where there is likely to be considerable interest in the program,
and would not require the large-scale participation of other committees
(e.g., Commerce committees) which could slow or threaten passage.

Addi-

tionally, DOE has some relevant experience through its development of the
Coal Loan Guarantees Program under the authority of the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act of 1975

(P.L. 94-163).

Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration
The Economic Development Administration (EDA) currently administers a
program, similar to the one proposed above for small refineries, called
the Steel Loan Guarantee Program (under the authority of Sections 202,
203 and 403 of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965
as amended (P.L. 89-136, 42;JU.5.C. 3121 et. sea.)) which guarantees loans
to steel manufacturers for plant modernization and the installation cf
pollution control equipment.

Thus, the EDA has the experience and

administrative mechanisms in place for managing the loan guarantees
program for small refinery retrofitting and expansion.

Small Business Administration
The Small Business Administration

(SEA) currently administers a program.,

similar to the one proposed above for small refineries, for all small
businesses (under the authority of the SBA Act).
i

Thus, the SEA also has

the experience ,\nc administrative mechanisms in place for managing the
program.

Kowe.'cTi some industry representatives interviewed in this

E-.ucr- expressed the opinion that the SBA program has been ineffective
fcr s;-..-.ll refinery applicants because (i) SBA personnel are not knowledgeable about refinery requirements, (ii) the financial conditions

for acceptance into the program are too strict, and (iii) the
guaranteed amounts are too low for the relatively capital-intensive
refinery industry.

The implementation of a loan guarantees program to be administered by any
of the above three federal agencies requires legislative authority.

The

authority for such a program was sought for the Federal Energy Administration
(now a'part of DOE) in 1975,* albeit unsuccessfully.

This study found that

there appears to be considerable sentiment for a small refiner loan guarantees,
program in the current Congress.

Upon the passage of legislative authority,

it would be necessary to promulgate regulations and administrative procedures
providing for the evaluation of loan guarantee applications and the monitoring
of guaranteed investments. .

Provide technical expertise to the small refinery industry on refinery
construction engineering.

This option involves the formation of a team of experts in refinery construction
engineering to consult with small refiners, who may not otherwise have such
expertise available to them, on the retrofitting of their plants.

Small

refiners would apply for this assistance, and, under certain criteria (plant
size, intent to retrofitting, location, or financial need), teams would be
dispatched by the Department of Energy to the refinery.

If nothing else,

this option should reduce the significant plant design costs associated with
a major retrofitting that is borne by small refiners.

The expert teams could

be composed of either federal government employees or contract personnel.

•See Hearings entitled "National Independent Refinery Development Act of 1975"
held before the Senate's Interior and Insular Committee, April 10 and 11, 1975.
Serial No. 94-15 (92-105).

This incentive program can be initiated without any legislative or regulatory
Action. However, « program would have to be developed (focusing upon the
• '
i
application process and the management of the expert teams), and the required
budgetary and contractual action would need to be taken.

Provide technical expertise tothe small refinery industry on meeting
environmental requirements.

i
i
This option involves the formation of a team of experts to consult with
Email refiners on the meeting of environmental

requirements.

The team's

duties for an applicant would include coordinating all environmental permits
and licenses necessary for the refinery's retrofitting program, as well as
1
,
providing the assessment necessary to implement the required pollution abatement procedures to maintain the refinery within the law.

Since small refiners

frequently cite environmental requirements as a major impediment to plant
retrofitting and expansion,* the impact of this option could be significant.
i
As in the previous incentive option, small refiners would apply for this
assistance, and, under certain criteria (plant size, intent to retrofit,
location, or financial need), teams would be dispatched by the Department of
Energy to the refinery.

The expert teams could be composed of either federal

government employees or contract personnel.
i

This incentive program can be initiated without any legislative or regulatory
action.

However, a program would have to be developed (focusing ut>on the

application process and the management of the expert teams), »nd the reouired
budgetary and contractual action would need to be taken.

* This sentiment was expressed frequently in this study's interviews with
small refiners and their representatives.

10

JH?Jl_^itJ.21!a2__ilIvJ:j;JrJIlHiLJrJiZL credit (beyond the presently allov.'gd
1_0%J_ for__gTial 1 re f_incrv_ _inve stment.
»
The presently allowable investment tax credit against the federal income tax
is 10\r all qualified investments (Tax Code Section 38; property acquired
- and placed in service or constructed during the tax year) including refinery
plant retrofitting and expansion.

The only exception is where rapid amorti-

zation is elected for pollution control equipment with a useful life of five
or more years.- For these assets, 50% of the portion of the basis rapidly
amortized qualifies for the investment tax credit regardless of the useful
life of the property (a considerable advantage).

The regular qualified

investment tax credit rules apply to the remaining basis not rapidly amortized.

Tax legislation could authorize an additional investment tax credit (beyond
the presently allowed 10%) for small refinery investment.

There is some

precedent for the Congress providing sur-credits for certain investments of
a national priority.

As discussed above, pollution control equipment receive

favorable tax treatment.

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1978, such equipment

was eligible for a 3% sur-credit beyond the 7% investment tax credit offered
for other assets.

There is also considerable Congressional interest in a
i

large sur-credit for solar energy equipment.

Thus, Congress could provide a

3% sur-credit, for example, to stimulate email refinery plant retrofitting
and expansion.

However, considering the current unpopularity of the entire petroleum industry
in the Congress, it is unlikely that such tax legislation, providing unique
advantages available to very few other industries, is politically feasible.
Also, the tax committees, House Ways and Means and Senate Finance, would have
the major responsibility for the legislation rather than the energy committees,
the latter trore likely to be receptive to this incentive program than the former.
11

L, i_ber a 1 i z c the t.a_x_ a c coun t ing con ye n t i on s for cm aJL 1 refin e ries in the ere as of
-

c 3 a s s life depreciation

—

acce-3crated ^depreciation methods

There are a number of methods by which refinery plant and equipment may be depreciated for income tax purposes.

Refiners may utilize the Class Life Asset

Depreciation Range (ADR) System to depreciate those assets placed into service
after 1970.

The

ADR System is based on broad industry classes of assets, and

is intended to specify a reasonable standard useful life for a type of asset
(e.g.; refinery equipment).

All classes have a range of years (called "asset

depreciation range") that extends 20% above and below the class life or asset
guideline period.
13 to 19 years.
selected.

The asset depreciation range for refinery equipment is
Once the class life or depreciating period for an asset is

Various depreciation methods such as straightline, the sum of the

years-digits or the double declining balance method may be utilized under
the ADR System. .
The Department of Treasury has modified the asset depreciation range of some
asset classes for national policy reasons (e.g.; to stimulate investment
in pollution control equipment by utilities), but only when it has evidence
that the ADR system is not accurately reflecting the standard useful life of
equipment in that asset class.

Thus, small refiners and the Department of
i
Energy could request that the class life of refinery equipment for small plants
(e.g.; under 40,000 b/cd) be decreased, based on evidence that such equipment
is currently wearing faster than is reflected in the ADR system.

Alternatively,

a request could be made to break the ADR's refinery equipment class into parts
to reflect a significant variance in the standard useful life of different
types of refinery equipment.

For example, while the average depreciation life
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of refinery equipment may be approximately 36 years, a small refinery"c catalytic
reformer may wear out in 12 years.

Another incentive program involves allowing depreciation methods that are
more accelerated than the currently acceptable methods, thus requiring
less tax on the income associated with an asset and encouraging investment.
However, there is little precedent for such an approach.

Also, this incentive

program, unlike the previous one, requires legislative action.

Provide additional royalty oil awards in exchange for investment committments^

The royalty oil program is administered

by the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS)

under the authority of Section 5 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act,
as amended (P. L. 93-627).

It provides for the sale of the royalty oil obtained

from federal leases in the Outer Continental Shelf to small refiners when it
is determined that they do not have access to adequate supplies of oil at
equitable prices.

The DSGS may undertake disposition of the royalty oil by either conducting a
lottery for its sale or equitably allocating it.

Since the program's implemen-

tation varies in the different USGS Districts, the geographic location of the
Tefinery represents an additional factor in the amount of royalty oil acquired.
Nevertheless, allocation of royalty oil represents a significant advantage
to the refiner.

Although small refiners must pay regulated prices or fair market

value for the purchase of royalty oil, they are able to offset most of the
premium (estimated at 20 to 40 cents/barrel) which they pay for crude oil due
tc

reliance on brokers and resellers, and also offset some of the freight

expenses which are incurred.*

•See "Impact of Mandatory Petroleum Allocation, Price and Other Regulations on the
Profitability, Competitive Viability, and Ease of Entry of Independent and Small
Refiners," Federal Energy Adninistration, 1977.
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The proponed incentive would extend additional benefits in the form of increased
allocation of royalty oil, through long-term supply contracts (to provide longterm stability in crude oil supply and prices), to those small refiners readily
able to increase their production of low-lead high-octane gasoline.
can be initiated in two different ways.

This program

First, if the incentive's aim is to

roaintain the total airount of royalty oil distributed to small refiners constant,
possible reduction in the number of participants in the program would be implied.
In this case, new regulations would have to be proposed.

The regulations would

have to explain the incentive and its implications for all small refineries.
Second, if the point of this incentive is to increase the total amount of
royalty oil distributed to small refiners, it would be possible -to maintain
the historical number of participants and still increase the incentive for
those small refiners who could increase premium gasoline production.

However,

in this case legislation would be required to amend the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act.

Once.the amendment was approved, regulations to implement

•the incentive program would have to be promulgated.

2.

Other Options

Provide assured markets for small refineries through a nev regulatory procraTr,.
In this incentive program, the Economic Regulatory Administration

(ERA) would

mandate that a certain percentage of distributor's (e.g., gasoline service
stations) refined products be purchased from qualified small refiners.

The

specific airount of small refiners' products to be purchased would be determined
for ari area by calculating the number of qualified small refiners (with the
i
capacity for supply: ng •..roducts such as premium gasoline) and the number of
product outlets ?-S well ns the existing demand for the product.

This incentive

program, administered individually in each of ERA'S regions, would be intended
to assure smtl" refim.rs of the certainty of a product market in which they

car. operate.

The implementation of the incentive program would require the

d<_ve.lopirer:t of £ new regulation for Part 10 CFR 211 under the authority of
thtf Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act.

Ch £ n3gth;^^tjjaj5Sj^

(ID CI'R 212) to allow a_qr_g_at^r_

recovery of the marine transportation costs for domestic shipments of
Horth Slope crude oil.

A method of providing an incentive for small refiners to utilize more sour
crude is to liberalize the cost pass-through regulations governing marine
transportation costs for domestic shipments of Alaskan North Slope crude oil.
This incentive method may be effective in increasing utilization of sour crude
in the Gulf Coast states, since refiners in this area must import Alaskan North
Elope crude oil

a considerable distance from Alaska through the Panama Canal.
*

Provide matching fund grants to small refineries vith approved expansion
pi ans .

In this incentive program, the Department of Energy (DOE) would offer small
refiners vith approved plant retrofitting and expansion plans matching grant
funds (e.g.; '50% of the retrofitting costs).

However, such a direct federal

government aid program, while potentially quite effective, is unprecedented,
except for such organizations as municipal waste treatment facilities.

Legisla-

tion would be required. Also, a DOE program for the evaluation of grant
applications and the monitoring of grantees' expansion progress would need to
be developed.

In ere a s e__ the s rr.all refinery s et— aside portion of production from Viaval Petroleum
reserves
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"Under P.L. 94-256,* the Secretary of the Navy may Bet-aside up to 25% of the
production from Naval Petroleum Reserves (NPR).

This program is different

from the Royalty Oil program in that small refiners must submit bids for the
set-aside production volume.

Since email refiners are bidding against each

other, the relative cost savings which they may derive under the Royalty Oil
program are not available in the NPR program since the prices would be bid-up
by competing small refiners until the price advantage disappears.

The pro-

posed incentive would increase the available set-aside of the production from
the NPR for small refiners.

The NPR program could also be modified to

provide small refiners special consideration __in price and quantities of
crude oil based on a demonstrated feasibility to utilize sour crude oil and/or
produce premium gasoline or a commitment to retrofit refinery capacity to do so.

Increase in the small refinery set-aside for defense supply procurement
The Small Business Act (P.L.65-536) and pertinent regulations (13 CFR 121.3-2)
specify the framework and functions of the set-aside program for defense supply
procurement.

This program, administered by the Defense Fuel Supply Center,

a branch of the Department of Defense, has been successful in assuring a
certain amount of business that would not otherwise be available to small
refiners.

A method of providing incentives to small refiners for utilizing Alaskan North
Slope crude oil would involve modifying the set aside.

Small refiners whose

products are derived from sour crude oil would be granted additional benefits
in the form of sales terms and quantity of military procurement.

Accordingly,

euch a small refiner would be assured of an increased market demand for its
products.

The implementation of this incentive to the Set-Aside program

*"A Bill to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to establish on certain
public lands of the U.S. National Petroleum Reserves the development of which
needs to be regulated in a manner consistent with the total energy needs of
the Nation."

would require the promulgation of new regulations to implement the new net-aside
formula, cales terms and quantity of military procurement which would be available to those small refiners meeting the incentive.

Increase the- maximum loan ajnount that can be provided under the existing
Small BuEJnes_s Administration loan program.

The maximum amount of a loan obtained through the Small Business Administration
(SBA) loan program is ?350,ODO to $500,000 based on certain circumstances
associated with the loan.

Since almost any meaningful retrofitting of a

small refinery plant requires millions of dollars, the SEA program in its
current form is not likely to help stimulate capital investment for the purpose
of utilizing more sour crude or producing more premium gasoline.

If the

maximum loan amount was raised, the SBA loan program could stimulate small
refinery retrofitting and expansion.

However, the maximum loan amount

may have to be raised by 900% to be effective, as a small catalytic
may cost $5 million.*

reformer

To raise the maximum loan amount, the SBA Act would

need to be amended.

Liberalize the granting of regulatory exceptions to small refineries.

It appears that the current exception process (i.e.; the granting of
exceptions from participation in the entitlements and other regulatory programs) , administered by the Department of Energy, Office of Hearings £ Appeals,
takes into account the legislative mandate (The Energy Policy and Conservation
Act of 1975 as amended, P.L. 94-163) to preserve the competitive viability
of small refiners.**

This

incentive method would provide that the retro-

fitting- and expansion plans of small refiner applicants become an explicit
and ma^or consideration in exception requests.

It is'possible that such an

action may be taken under the current mandate.
* See "Analysis of Recent Financial and Operating Data for Segments of the U.S.
Domestic Petroleum Industry, Bonner C Moore Associates, Inc., 1978.
**See "Impact of Mandatory Petroleum Allocation, Price and Other Peculations on
the Profitability, Competitive Viability, and Ease of Entry of Independent and
Small Refiners", Federal Energy Administration, 1977.

II.
Comparative Analysis

1.

Effectiveness on Retrofitting

Financial Analysis

<
The effectiveness of arty of. the incentive options in influencing the retrofitting and expansion plans of small refiners is critically dependent upon
the current financial and operating situation of the- industry and the magnitude of costs associated with these plant investments.

Some small refiners '

can be expected not to take advantage of any incentive program intended to
stimulate retrofitting or expansion, because they cannot justify to themselves
a very large capital investment given their.current financial and operating
\. For example, a small refiner with a very

none of the advanced equipment necessary to process sour crude oil or produce
low-lead premium gasoline (e.g.; cat reformer), is unlikely to make a major
capital investment to do so, which, for him, would cost on the order of
dollars per barrel.

Since the total dollar cost of such investments is not much

higher for a large refinery, the large refinery's dollar per barrelL_cost is far
lower (See Figure One). Also, the larger refinery frequently has more soohisticatfn
plants, with much of the equipment required for utilizing sour crude or producing
premium gasoline already on-hand.

Thus, the dollar per barrel cost of retro-

fitting for these larger "complex" plants_is even lower.

Most of the 155 small refineries considered in this study* are very small and
x

have very unsophisticated equipment.

Table One lists 92 of these very, simple

plants, which account for 59.4% of all small refineries. None of these
92 refineries have any catf'cracking, cat hydrocracking, cat hydrorefining,
alkylation, or aromatics/isomerization capacity.

Only four of the plants

* In the study, snail refineries are defined as those which (i) are not
owned by the major refiners (as defined by the U.S. Department of Energy Office
of Special Counsel for Compliance rand/or those which (ii) do not have crude
capacity of over 80,000 barrels per calendar day as of January 1, 197B according
to the 1978 Oil & G;ns Journal refinery survey.
**Short term in common usaqc in the refining industry for "catalytic".

Figure One
Refinery Investment es a
Function of Plant Size
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This figure illustrates the significant economics of scale associated with
refinery investment. For example, for a "cracking plant", the approximate
investment cost of retrofitting so that the higher sulfur crude can be utilized is,
by reading off the graph:
i
Cajnac.\ty

Total Investment

10,000 b - d

$14,000,000
$27,000,000
$35,000,000

5:-,r.:? b/d
100,'J'jr b.'d

Source:

Investment oer/Barrel Canacit1

$ 1,400 b/d
$
540 b/d
$
350 b/d

"Analysis of Recent Financial and Operating Data for Segments of the U.S.
Domestic Petroleum Industry", Bonner & Moore Associates, Inc.; prepared
for the Independent Refiners Association of America and American Petroleuir.
Petroleuir, Refiners Association; 1978.
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2,000

fl,500

3.1U.I

5,700

5,200

Th»rn,il
operations

.......

Cat Crnrkln<?
,
Fresh fe«il frcyclc

Cat
r^f'irmlng

Cat hydrocrjcrln^

'.

•

S i e r r a Anchor

CA

Cro»« n i l I R s f l n l m j Co. of
ArVan^as

AR

M l l r d M a t e r i a l s Corp.

OK

'

S o u t h l a n d Oil Co. Tazoo C i t y

MS

3,970

2,310

A r i z o n a ru«il« Corp.

A7,

6,000

3,000

Kaci*lllan Him; Fr*e Oil Co. Inc. AR

4,400

3,000

V u l c a n R o f l n l r t q Co.

M.

5,000

2,500

DoiKJ?n Oil Co, -Santa M a r i a

CA

9.500

7,800

S o u t h l a n d O i l Co. - S a n J » r a v t !!«•

PS

10,400

Laltnton A*ph«lt R e f i n i n g

IM

8,100

7, p .OO

Golden !l*ar Dl»!*!on,
H i t co Ct>^wlcfll Corp.

CA

10,500

9,500

W»stlorw5 O i l Co.

TO

4,651

1 , 1 00

*.»tco P - f l n l t v , Co.

MT

4 , r,5B

2 . 700

H l r ^ h n c k O i l Co.

tt.

l.Rno

1 , noo

Inc.

,

tnc.

......

C<4t ",'tlroftrflnin''

Table One Contlmi-d . . .

CMt>.ny

State

C«li»»»t P?flnln»} Co.

LA

H*vh«ll R e f i n i n g Co. Ine

CA

Cnt hydrotr«?ntlng

Alkylatlon

cspartty,
ArTtnHei/
Innpw r l r s t l o n

vf previous

Ltrnday Tha-jflfd Oil Co.

2 500

Sound P ^ f l n l r y j Inc.

MA

Southland Oil Co.

MS

Youn<j ff f i n i n g Corp.

CA

W a r r l e r A s p h a l t Co. of
Albaina Inc.

At.

. . .

3 OOO

'

2,700
...

'

3,000

1,500

Road Oil S«le»
Sl*rra Anchor

Anfhnlt
500

1 , 300
1 000

CA

Cross O i l t Peflnln«j Co. of
Arkansas

AR

.1,200-

1,500

OK
Soothlnod O i l Co. J**oo C i t y

K»

MS

.
"......

,

....

A r l t o n a ru*la Corp,
KucMllan R i n g fr»e Oil Co. Tnc.

l ,000
1,500

AR

......

Vulcan f * f i n i n t j Co.

Dov^lts Oil Co.*S*n^o Hurla
Sontlil.Tml Oil Co. -Snnd*»r9v t ll*>

1 ,500

1 , r >00
1,500

TA
MS
pi

j\ 0*^0
......

'.'

3,000

Golden B»ar T ) l » l » l o n
3,200

W l r ^ h n r k O i l Tn. I n c .

13 r ^ f l n c r l c t
1,500 - 10,000 h/cd (Fwnn - 5,932 b/ct! )
air'^ilt pi""*:* "ilh 1,CO<1 - 3,000
tup^rilt cnpflclty n t i o 9 of t-.hn r r r i n
h.ivi? vncuu* <3!«itlllntSon cswsclty of
2,000 - 5,100 b/ri'l and Crons w i t h J ,

ft.

4 r«fit
B,100 - 10,500 h/cd (c-nn - 9,623 b/cd
n-<plinlt p l n n t n w U h 3,OOI> - r.,flno »)/«i-l
« l r ofi,05Ono olhrr
3 r-fi
1,ROO - 4,f.5n b/cd (iw«sn • 1,705 b/C'l
tlmrnsl pp^r.Ttlons of l.OOO - 2.3OO no
oth"r complexity

have any thermal operations capacity, and all four are under 2,200 b/sd.
10 of the plants have cat hydrotreating capacity, all under 2,500 b/sd.
of the. plants have cat reforming capacity, all under 2,250 b/sd.
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The total

cat reforming capacity of these 92 very simple plants, which represent
32.3% of all U.S. refineries, is just 24,358 b/sd or 0.6% of the total U.S. cat
reforming ^capacity.
all under 9,500 b/sd.

27 of the 92 plants have vacuum distinction capacity,
17 of the very simple refineries (11.0% of all small

refineries) appear to be small asphalt plants, and thus would be unlikely
participants in a program to retrofit for the purpose of utilizing more sour
crude or producing more premium gasoline.

Thus, all of the incentive options could be expected to be ineffective in
causing the 92 very simple refineries listed in Table One to retrofit or
expand their plants.

More likely participants in an incentive program are

listed in Table Two.

These 44 small refineries (28.4% of the total) are

much larger and more complex (i.e.; have more sophisticated refining equipment) than the '92 very simple plants.

For these larger, more complex small

refineries, the investment cost per barrel of retrofitting is likely to be
far lower than what would be experienced by a very simple plant.

This is

due to the economies of scale in refinery equipment on a per barrel basis,
•
and also because larger, more complex small refineries already have some of
the necessary equipment for utilizing sour crude or producing premium gasoline
( e.g.; 72.7% have reforming capacity and 43.2% have alkylation capacity).
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Tnblfl Tvrt
44 tor-jor, Morw Complex Sm.il! Rstltierlea •

Cowpftny
.
Hunt OU Co.
Douglas Oil Co.
Dorch»*ter G«» Proce^nlng Co.
Hu«*y Oil Co.

Kt.itff

rruiie c a p a c i t y '
b/crl

Varii'im
d l s t l l l n t Ion

Thnrif.il
op^rsHons

,

O«t Cr.ick Inn ——,
C*t
Trcwh ff»f?'1 Pecycl*•
reforming

2fl,500

15,000

5,^00

CA

•11,500

2n,ooo

11,100

TX

26,000

HT

15,000
14,000

10,000

2,200

4 ,000

2,500

1,OOO

Prx:k Inland ^"flnlrxj Corp.

TM

17,000

17,000

I>»lt« P« f i n i n g Co.

Til

45,900

15,000

13,500

U n i t f d P r f l n l n g Co.

rn

42,000

25,000

11,500

Tottl P<!troleis« Inc.

MI

42,000

7,500

S i n c l a i r Oil Corp. .
*w»rin* Oil Co.

HT

49,000

lfi.100

CA

44,120

15,000

11, 500

25,000

9,noo

3, BOO

" 10, BOO

Rudirin P » f l n l n q Co. Inc.
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or,

19,000

7,000

4,000

L l t t l a An*rlcn R s f l n l n q Co,

HY

24,500

8,600

7,000
6,500

4,000

3,750

HuiV.y Oil Co.

UT

23,000

3.RPO

2,500

5,000

Af>co O i l Corp.

OK

14,000

5,000

1,075

J ,125

Of.C P« f i n i n g Inc.

OK

25,000

3,200

Wyowirvj P p f i n l n g Co.

HY

10,500

H l n s t o n P f f l n i n q Co.

TX

20,000

Om> Oiewlc»l U . S . A .

Mt

22,000

OoM'n K « g l » Pi"finlfyj Co.

CA

K, ,500

H«Bt Comt Oil Co.

CA

20,000

Tf,

20,000

LA

21,000

Derby P p f l n i r f j Co.

L*3ft

Inc.

Worth Pol* P.»flnln<7 D l v l n l o n
of K i r t h P.i?»oiirce8 Co, of
AlouV.a

Alt

Marlon Corp.

At,

• EourcBt

19,200
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B.OOO
4 , 000

3,500

9, POO
.

.

......

10,000

fi.OOO

10,000

200

1,200

10,000
. .

.

9,700

..

300

1,500

......

1,700

5,OOO

3,000

2,000
3,000
2,600

r>,ooo

Cat hy'ror*rininT
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12,000
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Oit hyHrocrflckln'j
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2,000

n> 5
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.....

3,000
12,200

fl.iXW

Tnblfl Twr> ConttnwJ .
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o
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TX

.
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,
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Sine) a i r Oil Corp.

P Pr-n
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3.000
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St»t.!
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,
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**"'i vK ?^»ro!«iui Corp.

CA
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T «.-jrr« r»fcrn.»ij" Corp.

TX

2*;, 100

f l * f c t i » r f. 1 i i ( " f i n i n g Co.

CA

70,000

South 11«-vi-r.n C,.

TX

70,500

U.S.

Oil

WA

71,100

„„„

fttrol-iin r~p.

CA

19,000

7,00')

36,000

5,000

Teioco Pi?trol*un Corp.

m
Ar

F r l c k i o n P e f i n l n q Corp.

TX

S o u t h e r n U n i o n R » f l n t n < j fo.
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JTin> R e f i n i n g I n c .

TX

t / 5 u i « l « n a Lund * P i p l o r n t l o n
Co.

M.

41,200

Wnviijo P ^ f l n l n q Co,

NM

2<J,900

tnr!i>p*5rvl«nt P r f l n l n g Corp.

TX

16.000

Apco Oil Corp.

r?

46,230

12,750

Di.^nd Sh-mrock Corp.

TX

51,500

16,500

C^n-x-lj.ur,!

MT

40,400

14,000

V l c f c « " r t P * t r n l e t m i Corp.

OK
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Co.
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......
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......
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....'..
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,
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•
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TX
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5,OOO
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Division of Aihland relrol^trm
Co.

'

H.OOO

Market Constraints
The effectiveness of Eome of the incentive methods may be significantly
diminished by the presence of market constraints, such es problems involving
the nature and level of product market demand facing small refineries and
problems associated with access to crude oil supplies, including problems
due to the geographic location of small plants.

These market constraints

are discussed below with a focus on the impact of the constraints on the
effectiveness of the various incentive methods.

• PRODUCT DEMAND PROBLEMS
Demand problems appear to critically diminish the effectiveness of
any incentive program intended to stimulate the retrofitting of small
refineries so that they will produce more low-lead premium gasoline.
Many small refineries are oriented to the lubes, asphalt, and middle
distillates product markets, and may be uninterested in incurring
large capital costs for plant expansion and retrofitting in order
to enter the premium gasoline market, where they may face aggressive
competition by the larger refiners.

For example, 39 small refineries

(or 25% of the total) have asphalt production capacity.* 19 of these
•

plants (or 12.3% of the total) have a crude capacity of 10,500 b/cd
or less.

Seven of these plants have a crude capacity of 5,000 b/cd

or less (all but one of which is located in the Deep South).

Besides

some vacuum distillation charge capacity and lubes production capacity,
not one of the 19 refineries have any plant sophistication (e.q.; cat
cracking, reforming).

Thus, at least 12.3i of all email refineries

*0il and Gas Journal, March 20, 1978
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may not be interested in tuiy incentive program for expanding
premium gasoline production, as these refineries are principally
asphalt plants.

• CRUDE OIL SUPPLY PROBLEMS
Supply problems appear to critically diminish the effectiveness of
any incentive program intended to stimulate the retrofitting of small
refineries so that they will utilize more sour crude as a plant feedstock.

The geographic distribution of small refineries is the major

supply problem.

The most accessible location in the U. S. for the

processing of the sour Alaskan North Slope crude oil is the West Coast,
where there are only 18 small refineries (or 11.6% of the total), with
a crude capacity of only 283,670 b/cd
capacity).*

(1.68% of the total U.S. refinerv

15 of these IB small refineries are located in California,

where they utilize only 3% of the Alaskan crude oil processed
in the state.**

The next roost accessible location for the utilization

of this sour crude is the Gulf Coast, by somewhat costly domestic water
shipment through the Panama Canal (there is currently no major crude
oil or product pipeline from the West Coast to the Gulf Coast).

Other

small refinery locations are effectively inaccessible to large shipments
of Alaskan crude oil.

Nine California small refineries are located

inland in the Oildale, Bakersfield, and KcKittrick area, where they
do not utilize Alaskan crude oil,*** since such crude oil would have to be
trucked from Los Angeles ports (there is currently no major crude oil
pipeline from the coast; Morro Bay is nearest).

The 23 small refineries

located in PAD District IV '(Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming) represent

*Ibid
**FEA-P320-M-0, "Refinery Report" for calendar year 1977
***Ibid

nearly 15v of the total and are isolated from Alaskan crude oil shipments,

Other supply problems for small refineries exist aside from those
due to geographic location.

For example, vhile a small refinery

located on the Gulf Coast has access to Alaskan crude oil, it may be
economically unsound for it to incur the domestic shipping costs for
relatively small daily barrel requirements.
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Environmental Constraints

Small refiners seeking to expand their refining capacity may be subject to a
variety of environmental constraints.

Depending on the air quality for the regions

where they are located, they may be required to meet significant deterioration
or non-attainment requirements.

In addition, such regulations as new source

performance standards, "bubble concept" regulations and tradeoffs may be required.

Refiners may even be subject to restrictions on automobile parking

and oil tanker pollution.

They may also be covered by permits under the

National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (or its delegated .state versions) , and Dredge or Fill Programs (if located in navigable waters' or wetlands).
Depending on the states in which they are located, they may have land use requirements such as coastal zone management schemes, state wetlands acts, state
siting acts, and critical areas laws, among others.

Localities enforce zoning

and planning acts which may also inhibit refinery expansion.

A majority of

states have some form of environmental review law which may be applicable to
these facilities and the National Environmental Policy Law will apply in situations where there has been major or significant involvement by the federal
government, as might be expected were DOE to undertake a refiner incentives
program.

Brief descriptions of these regulatory programs and their probable

effects on refinery expansion are discussed below.

Air Programs
The Clean Air Act sets up a comprehensive system of air pollution regulation
with different schemes of regulation depending on whether given facilities are
located in areas with air quality better (prevention of significant deterioration requirements) or worse (plan requirements for non-attainment areas) than
the National Standards.

Expansion of existing plants or construction of new
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plants in non-attainment areas, such as Los Angeles, is severely limited.
Trade-off policy and Part D requirements of state implementation plans will
force expanding refineries located in non-attaining areas to produce reductions in the overall amount of standard violating pollutants by reducing the
einmision pollutants by other facilities (trade-offs).

This policy has already

received several tests, including the case of a Los Angeles area refinery to
be built in a non-attaining area where pollution reduction increments were
gained through control of power generation and dry cleaning plants.

As much

refinery expansion can be expected to occur in areas currently violating air
quality standards, other non-attainment mechanisms will be very important to
the refiner incentive program.

In some areas it may be difficult to find

adequate off-setting facilities, especially where several refineries wish to
expand.

The content of future state programs regulating in this area cannot

be.determined until such programs are approved by EPA (July 1, 1979).

Where refineries are located in areas already better than applicable air
quality standards, they are subject to the prevention of significant deterioration of air quality regulations (PSD) and, depending on how strictly such
areas will be regulated, may also have difficulty in trying to expand.

PSD

areas are divided into three classifications, I, II and III, depending on
the degree of protection to be afforded air quality, with Class I the strictest,
and Class III allowing degradation up to the level of the secondary standards.
Depending upon where a source is located, the degree of extra pollution allowed
(increrrver.t) for expansion of facilities will vary considerably.

According to

EPA regulations governing PSD, some expansions -of existing facilities accompanied by of f?-=t xi,- reductions in the existing plants (so that there is no
net inc-eas'- ir Prussians, the "bubble concept") will be exempted from some
PSD require-rr.--r.tr..

Ic is still unclear as to which cases this policy will apply,
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howev,., it is certain that the availability of this exemption will be ajn
Dtroortant factor in refinery expansion in "clean air" areas and there may
.:£ comreti.ri.on among existing new industries for the right to expand
&nd use up the increment.

Refineries are a specifically listed category under New Source Performance
Standards (see regulations at 40CFR60.100) and any plant changes that result
in modifications (increases in any pollutant emitted) will subject them to
regulations requiring the "best system of continuous emission reduction"
that has been "adequately demonstrated."

Where plants are located in areas

already meeting national standards, it is likely that this requirement will
be stricter than that imposed on the existing parts of the facility.
t

However*

"•

this section of the Clean Air Act ( §111) also provides for waivers from
specified standards in cases where innovative technology is used.

Sources

that meet the waiver requirements are given additional time to install this new
technology.

Design of systems might be an appropriate area for DOE assistance

to small refiners because the waiver requirements are probably beyond the
sophistication of the average small refiner.

Water Programs
Petroleum refineries are among the designated new sources covered by § 306
of the Clean Water Act and soon must meet nationwide performance

standards.

The Act contains no size cutoff below which new sources are exempted from the
Act so it can be expected that all expanded refineries will be required to
meet these standards.

(However, the definition of new source in the regula-

tions is presently undergoing review by EPA.)

While the Act gives EPA the

powt-r to distinguish among classes and types of new refineries (and applies
differing standards to them) certain refinery expansions may not fall squarely
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within the specified categories.

In this case it is up to the permitting

agency (EPA or state) to apply the effluent guidelines along with "best
engineering practices" to arrive at tine precise degree of control required
of the source.

It is at this permitting stage, both prior to issuance of

e draft permit and at the adjudicatory hearing, (if requested) that individual
refiners must fight for the kinds of permits they feel will be most suitable
to their operations.

DOE could assist this process by adopting an overall

system of technical aid to small refiners subject to the water permit program.
The same is true of refiners who will be subject to the requirements of
toxic permits (this may affect the existing parts of refineries).

§ 307

At this

time it is unclear as to whether EPA will apply any sort of water "bubble"
concept to facilities with multiple point sources requiring greater control
from some points than others.

While this practice

is viable

in the Clean

Air Act situation where the final degree of control is known, in the case of
the techology-based Water Act, any leeway for individual point sources may
well be illegal.

Additional burdens placed on refineries under the Clean Water Act include
regulations for oil spill prevention and cleanup and "best management practices" requirements under i 208.

These are .mainly forms of "housekeeping"

and are not realistic deterrents to expansion.

Refinery pipelines and plant

siting may also be subject to. S 404 dredge or fill permit requirements (see
below) which will be treated under Land Use.

Land Use, Siting and_Environmental Impact Requirements
These requirements are often the biggest obstacles to the expansion of refinery capacity.

Decisions made by land use bodies (especially by local

agencies) are often subject to political pressures and there are few
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guidelines useful in predicting whether refinery expansions will win their
approval.

Depending upon

Its location, a refinery may be subject to Etate

or local facility siting laws (e.g., I'aine Site Location Law), state

inland

or coastal wetlands acts (especially with'coastal pipelines), state coastal
zone management acts, Army Corps of Engineers/EPA.Dredge or Fill Materials
regulations, critical areas laws (e.g., Florida Critical Areas Act) and state,
regional or local zoning/land use laws, among others. Aside from the problem
•
i
of overcoming local opposition to what may be chaxacterized as a polluting
industry, the biggest problem faced by refineries with regard to these types
of laws is identifying all those that might be applicable and dealing with
them in the most efficient and least time-consuming manner.

While some states
,
are attempting to coordinate their varied land use environmental planning requirements ( a procedure known as "one-stop shopping") they are in the minority.
DOE could be very helpful to the small refiners who must cope with these various
requirements by assembling checklists of regulations for the individual states
in which they are located.

i
In addition, it could assist the refineries with

their public relations efforts in the affected communities by preparing documentation on the value to the federal and local economy or expanded refinery
capacity. .As with land use regulations, the need for environmental impact
statements will vary with plant location.

By mid-1977, eighteen states and

Puerto Rico had comprehensive environmental review programs while seven others
had some limited requirements.

In some states only state agency actions were

subject to review, while in others (e.g., California) even individual local
land use permits might require impact statements, and in at least two states
(California and New York) there is a substantive requirement to protect the
environment when it is feasible.

It is likely, too, that any formal DOE program of small refiner assistance
will itself be subject to the National Environmental Policy Act which may
,
'
also be applicable in some cases where federal permits are necessary for
refinery construction

(hov;ever, most Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act

permits are exempt from NEPA's scope).

Timing

This section establishes the time frame required for each incentive method
to be operational, end when the benefits may be derived by the Kinall refining
industry.
Incentive Ketho_d

Benefits of Option vill be derived:

Small Refiner Bias based on
investment cornmitirient

Spread out during the period of utilization of sour crude or production of
premium gasoline on a per barrel basis.

» Small Refiner Bias based on
refinery complexity

Spread out during the period of utilization of sour crude or production of
premium gasoline on a per barrel basis.

• Small Refiner Bias based on
volume of sour crude utilized
or low-lead premium gas produced

Spread out durinq the period of utilization of sour crude or production of
premium gasoline on a per barrel basis.

• Technical expertise on refinery
construction engineerinq

Upon petition bv small refiner,probably
at the inception of a retrofitting project.

• Technical expertise on meeting
environmental requirements

Upon petition by small refiner.probably
at the inception of a retrofitting project.

o DOE loan guarantees prograjn

Upon acceptance of application and
contractual agreement between DOE and
Email refiner, probably at the inception
of a retrofitting project.

* EDA loan guarantees program

Upon acceptance of application and contractual agreement between EDA and small
refiner, probably at the inception of a
retrofitting project.

SEA loan guarantees program

Upon acceptance of application and contractual agreement between SEA and small
refiner, probably at the inception of a
retrofitting project.

• Additional Investment Tax Credit

Liberalize Class Life
Depreciation Rules

In the year 'of the investment in
retrofitting plant and equipment.
The first year, and thereafter, the
qualifying property is in operation
under the new depreciation method.

• Liberalize Accelerated
Depreciation Methods

Additional Royalty Oil awards in
exchange for investment commitments

The first year, and thereafter, the qualifying property is in operation under the new
depreciation method.
At any time there is a distribution for
Royalty Oil awards providing that contractual
agreement with email refiners is finalized.

• Assured Markets for small
refineries

Upon implementation by the ERA Regions.

• Allow greater'recovery of transportation costs for shipments of
Alaskan North Slope crude oil

Upon implementation by the ERA.

« Matching Fund Grants

After contractual agreement between ERA anc
small refiners at the inception of a retrofitting project.

Increase small refinery set-aside
from Naval petroleum reserves

At any time there is a distribution of setaside petroleum reserves.providing that
contractual agreement with small refiners
is finalized.

Increase small refinery set-aside
for defense procurement

At any time there is a -defense procurement
for refined petroleum products,providing
that contractual agreement with small
refiners is finalized.

Increase SBA maximum loan amount

Upon acceptance of application by EBA and
contractual agreement with small refiner
at inception of retrofitting project.

Liberalize exceptions process
for small refineries

Upon successful requests for relief.

2.

Program Costs

This E^C* .Lor. presents estimates of the costs that would have to be borne by the.
federal government in order to initiate and operate each of the incentive
methods, and compares the methods on the basis of the relative magnitude of
these costs.

The program costs associated with the identified incentive

methods are:
Incentive Method

Program Costs*

• Small Refiner Bias based on
investment commitment

Hone. Additional costs borne by other
participants of the Entitlements program.

• Small Refiner Bias based on
refinery complexity

None, as above.

» Small Refiner Bias based on
volume of sour crude utilized
or low-lead premium gas produced

None, as above.

• Technical expertise on refinery
construction engineering

Very small, for an on-call engineer-ing
consulting firm.

• Technical expertise on meeting
environmental requirements

Very small, as above.

• DOE loan guarantees program

Small, for program development, and
moderate, for program operation and losses.

• EDA loan guarantees program

Small to Moderate, for program operation
and losses (since a loan guarantees prograr.
currently exists).

• SEA loan guarantees program

Small to Moderate, as above.

« Additional Investment Tax Credit

Large in terms of tax expenditures (lost
tax revenues).

« Liberalize Class Life
Depreciation Rules

Moderate to Large in terms of tax
expenditures.

• Liberalize Accelerated
Depreciation Methods

Moderate to Large, as above.

• Addition?.! Royalty Oil awards in
exchange for investment commitments

None, as the awards are for the purchase
of crude oil at market prices.

•Incremental costs. Thus, the costs of new activities by ongoing federal
government staff are not included.

Incent 5 vc Methoj3
• Assured Markets for email
refineries

Very small, to develop and operate a
new regulatory program.
•

w Allow greater recovery of
transportation costs for '
shipments of Alaskan North
• Slope crude oil

None.

« Matching Fund Grants

Very large, for program development,
operation, and for the grants themselves.

small refinery setaside from Naval petroleum
reserves

None, as the sales of crude oil from the
Bet-aside are at market prices.

• Increase small refinery setaside for defense procurement

Small, assuming small refineries, crude
oil prices are fairly competitive with
those of large refineries.

» Inqrease SBA maximum loan amount

Small, for increased loan losses.

• Liberalize exceptions process
for small refineries

None.

Thus, some of the incentive methods, including the pax changes and the grants
program, require significantly higher program costs than the other methods.

3.

Political Feasibility

In the table below, & brief assessment of the political feasibility of each
incentive option is presented:
Incentive Method

Political Feasibility

o Small Refiner Bias based on
investment
commitment
i

Very Good. Should receive small
refining industry support.

• Small Refiner Bias based on
refinery complexity

Very Good. Should receive small
refining industry support.

c Email Refiner Bias based on volume
of sour crude utilized or low-lead
premium gas produced

Very Good. Should receive small
refining industry support.

• Technical expertise on refinery
construction engineering

Very Good. Requires no legislation
or regulatory change.

• Technical expertise on meeting
environmental requirements

Very Good. Requires no legislation
or regulatory change.

• DOE loan guarantees program

Fair. Requires Congressional action.
It presently enjoys Congressional
committee support. Should receive
support of small refining industry.

• EDA loan guarantees program

Poor. Requires Congressional action.
Difficult in implementing since it
overlaps several Congressional
committee's jurisdictional charters.

SEA loan guarantees program

Poor. Requires Congressional action.
SBA has no expertise in the'petroleum
refining field.

c Additional Investment Tax Credit

Poor. Politically disadvantageous for
Congress to initiate due to public
attitude towards petroleum industry.

• Liberalize Class Life
Depreciation Rules

Fair. Tax rule could be modified if
DOE provides sufficient data regarding
the useful life of refinery equipment.

t Liberalize Accelerated
Depreciation Methods

Poor. Requires legislation.
Investment Tax Credit

• Additional Royalty Oil awards in
exchange for investment commitments

Poor to Fair depending upon desired
result.
-Request for Congressional action seems
unsupportable (to increase total award:
-Modification of regulations will only
receive moderate support of small
refining industry (maintain current
total amount of awards ) .

See

« Assured Markets for small refineries

Poor. Requires regulatory change.
Incentive entails highly complex and
severe economic and market implications.
Very strong opposition from majors and
integrated refiners.

Allow greater recovery of
transportation costs for shipments
of Alaskan North Slope crude oil

Good. Requires regulatory change,
fairly easy to implement. Would receive
small refining industry support.
However, strong opposition from other
refiners.

Matchino Fund Grants

Very Poor. Requires Congressional
action, and is politically disadvantageous for Congress to support.

« Increase small refinery set-aside
from Naval Petroleum Reserves

Good. Requires reaulatory change.
Fairly easy to implement. Would receive
moderate small refining industry support.

e Increase small refinery set-aside
for defense procurement

Good. Requires regulatory change.
Fairly easy to implement. Would receive
moderate small refining industry support.

Increase SBA maximum loan amount

• Liberalize exceptions process for
small refineries

Poor to Fair. Requires Congressional
action. Kay receive some Congressicnal
support.
Fair.

Kay require regulatory change.

4.

Economic Impacts

Any of the incentive methods ere likely to have c stimulative economic
impact, since they are intended, in most cases, to boost refinery production
directly through large-scale capital .investment in email refiners' plant
ana equipment.

As an example, the option to initiate a loan guarantees

program would be stimulative in just this way.

By increasing the access

small refiners have to sources of capital, the program should be somewhateffective in increasing the level of investment by this industry.

Thus,

the industry which provides small refiners with capital goods (e.g.; desulfurization equipment) and engineering services, as well as associated industries through a multiplier effect, is likely to face additional demand,
due indirectly to the loan guarantees program.
investment for the

As a result of the additional

retrofitting and expansion of small refineries,

production

of premium gasoline and other products (e.g.; No. 2 Heating Oil) can be expected to increase.*

Thus, the small refinery industry would realize addition-

al revenues, with probably an improved financial condition (e.g.; higher
profitability), and the economy would gain the stimulative effect of increased
fuels availability.
•

»

The stimulative economic impact of the incentive methods is likely to be
concentrated in certain regions of the nation.

Any program intending to in-

crease the utilization of Alaskan North Slope crude oil will have an economic
impact primarily on the West Coast, where small refineries have the greatest
access to this sour crude.

* Assuming that investments are not exclusively used for (i) capital replacement
and (ii) retrofitting only for the purpose of replacing one feedstock by another,
or one product by another (e.g.; producing more gasoline but less No. 2 Heating
Oil).

S. Summary

.

The comparative analysis has evaluated the 19 identified incentive methods
on the basis of their (i) effectiveness on retrofitting, (ii) program costs,
and (iii) political feasibility.

"The following is a summary of the analysis,

broken into an evaluation with regard to each of these three criteria:

«

Effectiveness on Retrofitting

This study revealed that one of the most important constraints to small
refinery retrofitting and expansion is the relative inaccessability
at the inception of an investment project.

to capital

The incentive options which

address the problem regarding access to capital are the loan guarantees program, the SBA maximum loan amount, and the grants program.

Other options

which are effective in providing benefits when most needed, at the inception
of an investment project, are the technical expertise teams program and the
investment tax credit.

The remaining options provide most of their benefits

over a number of years, in the less critical period after the retrofitting
•
has occurred.
The effectiveness of any of the incentive options in stimulating the retrofitting
and expansion of small refineries is significantly diminished when the refiners'
current financial and operating situations, and the market and environmental
constraints involved in refinery investment, are considered.

Thus, no matter

which option is implemented, it can be expected that only a few small refiners
will be affected, and would retrofit or expand their plants because of the new
!

program's presence.

0: the 155 small refineries, the 92 listed in Table One

ere all very E;, ?.ll. u-.s-.-phisticated plants.

As discussed earlier, these plants

are ur.li)'<-!Vy participants of an investment incentive program, as the necessary
per barreJ costs tc retrofit for sour crude utilization or premium oasoline

prof -tion are much higher than for somewhat larger refineries havino some
n 'mhisticated equipment already on-hand.

Of the remaining 63 Email refineries,

c

11 ore a.i. T'£_D IV (Colorado, Montana, Utah and Wyoming) and four are in inland
Cc.iifo: .ia.

Both of these locations are fairly inaccessible to sour ?>laskan

North Elope crude oil supplies.

These small refiners vould be unlikely to

retrofit their plants to process sour crude oil, with or without an incentive
plan.

Thus, only the remaining 48 small refineries could be expected to be

potential participants in an incentive program.

However, some of these small

refineries would find a plant retrofitting or expansion quite difficult to
accomplish, in view of the environmental constraints in the local air quality
region.

For example, seven of the remaining 48 small refineries are located

in the Los Angeles Basin, where there are severe air quality restrictions.
Excluding the Los Angeles plants reduces the target group of small refineries
for a retrofitting incentive program, for the purpose of increasing eour crude
oil processing, to less than 41 (26% of the total).

•

Program Costs

Host of the 19 incentive methods are procedural or regulatory changes only,
and thus would have a relatively low level of program costs associated with
them.

The Small Refiner Bias options are examples.

Such regulatory program

modifications place little financial burden on the federal government.

However,

some of the options represent significant program costs, such as the tax
changes ar.d the grants program.

o»

Political Feasibility

•

Sorr.e of the 19 incentive methods are not very feasible from a political
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standpoint.

These options &re mostly those vhich require legislation in a

Congress generally without an enthusiasm for providing support to any segment of the petroleum industry.

The investment tax credit, the liberalization

of the accelerated depreciation methods, and the grants program appear to
be particularly vulnerable.

Regulatory modifications such as those regarding

the Small Refiner Bias are generally more politically feasible.
programs can also be discontinued with relative ease.

However, such

Thus, the small refinery

industry appears to have a greater interest in options vhich have the degree
of permanence associated with a legislative mandate.

Other issues were raised in the comparative analysis.

For example, some of

the options, such as the one modifying the Small Refiner Bias so that it is
dependent on investment commitments,

involve a significant administrative

burden on the Federal Government (e.g.; for monitoring retrofitting progress).
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III.
Recommended Options

Four of the 19 incentive methods are recommended for further study.

The

recommended methods are:
&

Department of Energy Loan Guarantees Program - Such a program
vould provide a solution to the small refineries' greatest problem
associated with expansion, access to capital, and would provide benefits
when it is needed most, at the inception of a refinery investment project.

While this incentive method requires legislative

action, there appears to be some

support

passing the required legislation.

in the Congress for

Additionally, the program

costs associated with this option are moderate.
»

Small Refiner Bias based on the volume of sour crude utilized
and/or low-lead premium motor gasoline produced - This incentive
method is the most "efficient", in economic terms-

It provides

a direct incentive to meeting a national policy objective, while
. allowing the industry, in a free-market setting, to determine
the most efficient way of achieving the objective.

However,

because the timing of Small Refiner Bias benefits are not immediate, this incentive method seems only effective in causing
retrofitting when used in combination with a loan guarantees
program, which provides benefits at the inception of a refinery
investment project. . Such a modification of the Small Refiner Bias
is quite feasible politically.

Additionally, there are effectively

no program costs associated with this option.
•

Technical expertise on refinery construction - Such a program may
be relatively inexpensive and yet provide special expertise to
small refineries that otherwise would not have access to such
expertise.

This incentive method would also lower plant expansion

design costs borne by small refineries. Also, the implementation
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of this program would not face major political constraints.
'©

Technical expertise on meeting environmental requirements - Such
a program IE closely related to and should be initiated cfe part
of the previous recommended incentive method.

Some, of the other identified incentive methods seem to merit further investigation.

These include changing the class life depreciation rules for refinery

plant and equipment, and providing additional Royalty Oil awards to small refineries in exchange for investment commitments.
are politically feasible.

Both of these options

However, a change in the class life depreciation
* •

I

rules would be much more costly, as it results in a. significant amount of
tax expenditures.

